DAN LOW'S BIO
Dan LOW, an international consultant, author and corporate trainer, after 3 years' intensive research,
created a series of directly operational, unique tools combining Eastern and Western management
strategies. These highly performant tools permit to multiply one's potential tenfold, while
eliminating stress. They result in a more fluid communication, easier contacts, more confidence in
oneself whatever the situation, a better control of adverse situations, increasing one's joy of living –
as well as one's personal and professional results.
Professional background:
• 3 years intensive research in 4 major countries: England, France, Switzerland and Denmark
• 15 years brainstorming advanced management techniques with CEOs of multinationals
• 4 years teaching advanced management techniques to Master of Science students at
University Paris Nord
• 2 years as Chief Coordinator of a Management Group at an international networking
association of professionals and alumni of major business schools
• A book published by Pearson Education in 2002, in Japan by PHP Institute. Republished in
2007 in French and English by Lulu Enterprises Inc., entitled: "Maximize your potential
with powerful tools... and no stress".
• 2 years hosting advanced management workshops at an association of top senior executives
• 23 years hosting inter-company trainings for company personnel, including mid to senior
level managers, entrepreneurs, job seekers, as well as in-house training in France and abroad
• Held more than 500 interactive sessions and 150 conferences in Europe, including one
attended by over 100 Ambassadors at UNESCO
• Currently holding management webinars hosted online by 5 major business school alumni
associations led by ESCP Europe Alumni.
Dan often intervenes with his co-trainer Patricia SOMMIER. His interventions are aimed at
individuals and companies. Rich with over 30 years' field observation and experience, his tools
have become more compelling with time, and prove to be extremely useful in today's world,
triggering results – in record time.
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